
at the point of decision.

CONNECT

PatientPad® is the healthcare industry’s first in-office solution 

for capturing online reviews and testimonials from patients.  

Our award-winning technology helps you grow your online 

reputation and improve your practice image.  

n  Collect Reviews 
Capture feedback from your patients before they leave   
your office and move on with their day.  Leaving a review 
takes less than a minute.

n  Promote Your Practice
Automatically publish your reviews and testimonials to 
Google and all of the major search engines.

n  Engage Patients
Your patients can also use PatientPad® to check-in for their 
appointment, browse relevant health information, apply for 
financing, and much more.

PatientPad®

Grow your online reputation! 
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Get PatientPad® for your office!

More Reviews on More Websites
PatientPad® can also send automated thank you 
emails to your best patients encouraging them to 
post reviews to your preferred online ratings sites. 

We make it easy for your patients to share their 
feedback on websites like Healthgrades, Vitals, 
RateMDs, RealSelf, Google+ and Yelp.

n  Reviews can be captured for individual 
healthcare providers or for your entire office

n  Real-time alerts can be sent to your office staff 
based on the star rating of each review

n  Confirmation emails can include links to your 
preferred online review listings

www.GetPatientPad.com

Google Search Results
More often than not, patients will Google you 
prior to booking their first appointment.

With the growing influence of online review sites, 
it is crucial that you take steps to foster a healthy 
online reputation.

We created DocScores.com to ensure that your 
reviews and testimonials are quickly published to 
Google and all of the major search engines.

It usually takes just a few days for your PatientPad® 
reviews to start showing up on the first page of 
Google search results.
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